Abstract. The tensile-shearing strength condition derived by the stress balance of particle not only theoretically explains that pulling-shearing operation makes it easier to be destroyed than compressing-shearing operation, which the classical elastic theory cannot explain, but also solve the pulling-shearing problem for materials with identical pulling and compressing performance which the Mohr's theory of failure cannot solve. This experiment aims to verify the new pulling-shearing formula and obtain the error between two pulling-shearing formulas.
Introduction
Fracture accidents are frequent, especially collapse accidents of large beams under tensile-shearing forces. The reasons for these accidents are not all quality problems. What's more, it's also a reason that the strength of beam in reality is weaker than the strength designed under the classical elastic theory. In classical elastic theory, the strength condition is constructed by the maximum normal stress [3] of micro-cell balance [1, 2] , and the stress state of micro-body is thought to be the stress state of particle. While in this paper, the stress state of particle is found to be different from the state of micro-cell [4] , and the balance stress of particle is found to be larger than the one of micro-cell under 3 different stress states [5, 6] . This, in our opinion, is the root cause for collapse accidents of bridges under pulling-shearing stress.
Experiment verifies the correctness of the strength theory of particle balance. To step further, the tensile-shearing strength condition derived by the strength theory of particle balance us verified in this experiment.
Experimental Period
2007.04. 01-2007.10 .15
Experimental Site
National key laboratory of damage mechanics in Tsinghua University, China
Experimental Equipment
PLS-S100 double-shaft four-cylinder servo-controlled testing system, whose maximum static load is kN 100 ± and maximum dynamic load is kN 100 ±
Experimental Objective
Verification of the third, fourth strength condition and the new strength condition of particle balance As can be seen, the normal stress y Q is small and can be neglected. Meanwhile, the nose of slicer is blunt, and can decrease stress concentration. What's more, the results will not be affected even there's stress concentration. 
Data

Breaking Stress under Three Strength Conditions
Conclusion
① The error of breaking stress between the new strength condition and the tensile strength limit is only 1%, while for the third and fourth strength conditions are 14.2% and 18.2%, respectively. That's to say, the new strength condition is correct and it's unsafe to design under the classical strength conditions. ② The stress under the third, fourth strength theory is the equivalent stress while the stress under the new condition is the practical stress. And the direction of the true stress can be determined by the angle formula of particle-balance stress, 
